
Step 1 

➢ Patients approach Chapel Dental sign on bollards  will 
say   ‘please stay in car until called in’

➢ Entry by appointment only
➢ Please call 01223 811844

COVID PANDEMIC – RE-OPENING PROCEDURE 



Step 2 

➢ Patients will be called by escort nurse and will leave 
all belongings in their car. Companion adult is 
required only if consent is needed, (eg. child or 
disabled patient)  no families etc to be allowed in



Step 3

➢ Escort nurse wearing correct PPE will remind patient 
of social distancing

➢ A sign will also be on the wall



Step 4

➢ Patient will not need to touch the doors! 

➢ Handles and surface will need extra cleaning



Step 5

➢ Patient temperature taken, if they fail (>37.8C) they 
may retry in 10min, but may not be seen if stays high 
and appointment will need rebooking



Step 6

➢ Hand sanitise, and place any personal items in box



Step 7

➢ Patient signs consent slip
➢ [for scan and log on computer later at reception]
➢ As temporary consent for NHS/treatment plans, 

payments etc



Step 8 

➢ Slip boxed for later scan and log by reception



Step 9

➢ All wiped down after each patient
- Handles, doors, all surfaces



Step 10

➢ Any small items (phone) patients wish to hold on to 
will be put in a plastic bag



Step 11

➢ Patient escorted to the surgery whilst not touching 
any surfaces

➢ Escort nurse not to enter the surgery
➢ Escort nurse then hand wash and change gloves

for next patient



Step 12

➢ Patient in chair with googles and bib 
➢ Surgery nurse in correct PPE[non AGP]
➢ Pre treatment mouthwash 1min swill and swallow



Step 13

➢ After treatment - next appointment and advice sheet 
given in surgery

➢ Exit and leave with no need for reception currently



Step 14

➢ PPE different if AGP-FFP2/3 and gown



Chapel Dental ensuring patients’ best and safest Covid
treatment journey 


